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I want to thank you for your interest in working with the Venus Cycle. Simple 
awareness of the cycle theme activates the energies within you and calls your 
SoulSelf to action, and from there, things evolve naturally. The tools & 
resources we will share and develop over the 18-months are universal and 
can/will support us going forward, as we further clarify our values & 
priorities. I love this excerpt from Women Who Run With the Wolves by Clarissa 
Pinkola-Estes because it also deeply applies to the Venus work we do together:  
 
The time with Wild Woman is hard at first [Learning about your own Venus]. To 
repair injured instinct, banish naiveté, and over time to learn the deepest aspects 
of psyche and soul [Working consciously with your Values, Priorities & Resources], to 
hold on to what we have learned [Practice going forward], to not turn away, to speak 
out for what we stand for [your Heart & your Truth]. . . all this takes a boundless and 
mystical endurance [Which you already possess]. When we come up out of the 
underworld after one of our undertakings there [Each Venus cycle], we may 
appear unchanged outwardly, but inwardly we have reclaimed a vast 
and womanly [Feminine] wildness. On the surface we are still friendly, 
but beneath the skin, we are most definitely no longer tame. Once we 
have been through the cycle, we can choose any or all tasks to renew our lives at 
any time and for any reason.  
Here are some: 
 

- to leave  
- to bind  
- to wander  
- to find  
- to make  
- to converse  
- to behold  
- to incubate  
- to bear  

- to be  
- to stay  
- to wait 
- to regenerate  
- to continue  
- to re-trace  
- to re-form  
- to consummate  
Food for thought!   



Right now (until June 2017) is the best time to reflect on your *Identity, 
Personal Power, Passion & True Purpose* and how it has evolved over the 
last 18-months to 8-years. It's time to UPGRADE your Identity & Purpose in a 
major way. We've spent the last cycle with a Leo theme reconnecting with our 
Heart, cultivating the very courage we need now to live our Truth and BE the 
change we want to see, which is what the new cycle in Aries is going to help us 
activate and anchor in the here & now. 
 
You will find that you are being activated in the part of your chart that houses 26 
degrees PISCES -thru- 13 degrees ARIES and because that is the span of the 
retrograde, direct and first 3 activations, you may find the concentration primarily 
in one or the other or both Houses (Areas of Life being affected). That tells 
me that much of the *anchoring* (of this new cycle) is here in the first 90-days on 
the cusp of the zodiac: Pisces/Aries is the Ending/New Beginning zone (for lack 
of a better term). You are completely supported to dream a new dream, for your 
Self, your family/community & Mother Earth! 
 
All that said, it is my joy & privilege to create & hold Sacred Space for those of 
you who want to learn more about your own Venus and she moves through your 
chart. Each month gives you a unique alignment to work with (Sign/Chakra) as 
you discover this Emergent Self and develop this New Purpose, you will have 
new experiences and gain access to new dimensions of Self that have just been 
waiting for the right time to co-create with you. 
 
I invite the Ancestors to oversee our whole process and you should have definite 
confirmations within the first 1-3 months of working with her consciously. Also, I 
forgot to mention on the call that we start at the Root and end at the Root, well, 
now we are starting at the Earth Star Chakra, which connects our Root Chakra 
to the Core of the Earth, but my philosophy is that if you want to cure or kill, you 
must go to the Root.  
 
The other (housekeeping) thing is about 37-min into the call, I say that "the word is 
not coming to me" and I remembered it is the Inner Knowing/Instincts that 
Aries energy always activates within us. We have the direct experience of the last 
8-years to inform us now. You can only trust your instincts when you practice and 
cultivate that connection directly (no one can do it for you). NOW is the time to 
master feeling/listening for your instinctual guidance and following it - that's 
where the *magic* happens! 
 
It is good to review the Aries cycle article at the beginning & end of the cycle, and 
periodically along the way to remind yourself of the overall theme. Here's the Leo 
cycle article to review since we just finished it. Also, the Venus Retro Basic 
Tools have Issues, Areas of Life being affected, Questions to Contemplate, 
Breathwork & Basic Rituals. These Tools are great to check out now, at the 
beginning, to set your overall intentions.  
 



Then, refer to them each month, so you can filter these general issues, questions & 
considerations through the filter of each Sign & Chakra and learn more about 
your Self, your needs & your desires. As you get to know Venus and her rhythm 
better, co-creating gets really juicy & you get more effective in your life! 
 
PS ~ Scroll down for your Personal Activations, Pertinent Links & Bonus 
Material and please let me know if you have any after-thoughts or questions along 
the way.  
Infinite Blessings & Deep Gratitude, 
Kelly  

 
~ Pertinent Links ~ 

2.20.2017 ~ Original Invitation ~ (Newsletter Archive) 
~ The Venus Circle Returns with ARIES Theme -  
Reclaim Your Power, Passion & Purpose! 
Includes: 
~ Excerpt from Venus Retro-ARIES 2009 Audio ~ (15-min) 
   
3.1.2017 ~ Venus FREE Intro Audio ~ (49-min/mp3) 
Includes:  
~ Intro to Venus Cycle 
~ Intro to ARIES Theme 
~ Invitation to Working with Your Individual Venus & with the Venus Circle 
   
BONUS ~ Tarot Reading Audio ~ (55-min/mp3) 
~ General Guidance for New Cycle 
~ Celtic Cross + Additional Insights 
~ Mythic Tarot by Juliet Sharman-Burke & Liz Greene 
 
Venus in ARIES ~ Basic Tools PDF ~ (4-page/PDF) 
Basic Venus Retrograde ~ Issues, Areas of Life & Questions to Contemplate 
ARIES/Release ~ Issues, Areas of Life & Questions to Contemplate 
ARIES/Reclaim ~ Issues, Areas of Life & Questions to Contemplate 
Venus Retro in ARIES~ Breathwork, Prayer & Basic Ritual 
    
YES!! I want Details on Working with Venus (flyer) 
YES!! I want my Personal Reading + Custom Guide for $150 (Incl: 3-
mo/TeleCircle) 
YES!! I am a Venus Circle Member & I want to Contribute $125 
YES!! I want to Subscribe to Venus Circle for $25/mo (Includes Monthly Tools) 
NO Thanks! but here's a Love Offering 

 
 

Namaste' ~ Kelly  
https://KarmicTools.wordpress.com   

www.KarmicTools.com  
 

     
*     Kelly M Beard     *     Shamanic Astrologer     *     KarmicTools.wordpress.com      * 


